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'Argonaut'
win's day
in court
by Steve F. Lyon
The University News
A Moscow, Idaho businessman's
lawsuit against the U of I's student
newspaper, The Idaho Argonaut, and
last fall's Editor Shawn Macintosh; .
was dismissed in a courtruling Dec.
29. •
Bill Owens, owner of Gotcha
Games, filed the lawsuit after the
paper refused·to run an ad' MacIn-
tosh thought might be libelous. The
ad contained copy implying that
members of the Moscow City Coun-
cil were "communists:'
Owens claimed he was censored
and. as a result suffered between
. $1,500 and $1,800 in lost revenues.
Contacted by phone in Lewiston,
Charles A. Brown, attorney for the
Argonaut and McIntosh, said the
judge granted-a motion for summary
judgment, which was, in essence,
dismissal of the case.
"I felt he didn't have that much of -
a case;' MacIntosh said about the
favorable decision.
Right now, MacIntosh said, his
lawyer is trying to recover $2,000 in
legal fees spent on the Argonaut's
defense. The paper had libel in-
surance, but this was not a libel case,
so the it was not covered, MacIntosh
said.
Brown said the decision was fair
considering the status of the law. The
court upheld the right of the editor
of the paper to decide what runs in
the paper, and that an individual cane
not tell the paper what to do, Brown
said.
Spring semester editor, Roger
Gaboury, said the lawsuit has not af-
fected advertising policies at the
Argonaut, exceptthat "theadvertis-
ing staff is starting to look a little
closer.'
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of C of I
resigns
C of I President Arthur H.
DeRosier resigned Jan, 23 after 6Y2
years as the leader of that school.
DeRosier left the C of I presiden-
cy to become president of the Rocky
Mountain College in Billings, Mont. .
He wiIlassuml:.~ew position Feb.
13, according to Go Cecil Andrus
who is also the chair an of the C of
I's board of trustees.
Robert L.Hendren Jr., a graduate
of the C of I, will be taking over as
president, after a short transition
period. Hendren will be the college's
ninth president.
. Hendren worked with DeRosier to
revive the school after it nearly suf-
fered bankruptcy in 1980. They rais-
ed $2' million within one year to pay
off the school's debts.
Registration relay:
. John Sowell I Unlrerslly News
For those poor souls unable to pre-register for spring semester, long lines
and filled classes added to the fun at open registration in the Pavilion,
Keiser stresses equitable fundlnq
by Eric Cawley
The UniversityNews
BSU President John Keiser 'gave
his State of'the University address
Jan. 12, contending "that the state of
this university is sound, but that it
will require the vigilance and support,
of the campus and the off-campus
communities to keep it that way."
Speaking before over 150 people,
Keiser said the university must grow
qualitatively and quantitatively if it
is to develop the vitality needed to
meet society's expectations.
Keiser noted that despite the elec-
tion of new government officials, the
university's plans may not be
understood unless accompanied by
better ideas, compelling arguments
and political influence.
The main thrust of the speech con-
cernedthe BSU budget for the fiscal
year 1988. A total of $34.6 million
was requested, an increase of more
than 11.8 percent from the previous
year's budget. Upon review of
Keiser's budget proposal, the State
Board of Education approved a$1.5
million salary increase for BSU facul-
ty. All state employees have gone
without any pay raise for the last four
years.
Even though a hike in faculty
salaries was "given the go. sign,"
Keiser lamented his own salary. "I,
for one, am growing tired of basking
in the national publicity of having the
lowest salary of presidents surveyed
by USA TodaY, a-nd I even believe
ranking 25th within higher education
in Idaho is beginning to wear thin,"
he said.
However, many items in the budget
proposal did not fare as well. The
SBOEdenied increased funding for
such items as:
• An increase in maintenance
adequacy funds
• Institutional support personnel .
• Accredi!ationfor the School of
"Social Sciences and Public Aff"irs
-. Data processing support for
student labs
• Accreditation in environmental
health
• A proposal to increase the
salaries for continuing education
faculty
• Equipment for health science
and education depar{ments
, . ".' Instltutidnal:support'pe~onnel
The SBOEdenied an additional
$140,000 to reduce the school's
. dependence .ort 'parr-time facultyj ,
. $148,000 tO'bolster accreditation "in
'such fieldsasart,' chemistry, music,
theater arts, physics and engineering; .
and half of" an Initial request of
$111,400 to boost admission and
retention standards.
All totaled, based on the SBOE's
fiscal funding formula and other In-
stitutionaldifferences, the universi-
ty will be inequitably funded by $2
million, Keiser said. "
"The university Foundation and
some legislators have expressed con-
cern on our behalf from their own
perspectives, and I find myself in the
interesting position of being viewed
as Mother Teresa by the campus for
riot making an obvious case with suf-
ficient vigor and as the Mike Ditka
of the university presidents by the
State Board of Education for my oc-
casional lack of sensitivity.
"I 'am neither saint nor Chicago.
Bear-just another in a series of
Boise State presidents trying .ro do
what is best and fair for this institu-
tion and the' region it serves," Keiser
said. .
Keiser also announced in his
speech the creation of a new ad-
ministrative post, vice president of in-.
formation extension. Dr. Richard
Bullington will assume the position
July I, and will be responsible for
computer-based' education and
research, continuing education and
the library.
Bullington, currently' BSU's ex-
ecutive vice president, will assume the
new position when a replacement is
found for him. "I also wish to em-'
.phasize that ~,:,iecting the appropriate'
replacement "for the executive vice
president, one who I am certain will
command a larger salary than the
President's if the search is to be suc-
cesSful, is an especially important
task;" Keiser said.
.Bul!ington'snew responsibilitics
will include overseeing the Idaho
Business and Economic Develop-
ment Center.anathe Simplot/Micron
Technology Center.
The development center has pro-
videdeconomlc and technical
assistance to more than 300 organiza-
tions, $35 million in investments and
700 new jobs toIdaho: On campus
- for less tllah "twO years, it. face's 'its'
own financial hurdles: of the
$133,000 requested, an increase of
only $81,700 was approved by .the
SBOE. ' '-' ,,' .. -
Plans' tor the. Siinplot/Micron
Center in 1987 include:
• The addition of a satellite
uplink to broadcast educational and
instructional programs via
microwave, to be completed by the
end of 1987 "
• Broadcasting college courses to
sites in Nampa, Caldwell and Gowen
Field, with additional hookups in
Payette and the Mountain Home Air
Force Base to be added later on
• Transmission of a nationwide
teleconference on the role of creativi-
ty in worker productivity, en-
trepreneurial ventures and economic
development
However, the center will not get as
much money as was requested: of the
increase of $118,600 asked for, the
SBOE appro·.-cd$75,200.
Dr: Richard Bullington
Keiser also announced intentions
to make University Drive safer. Us-
ing recent injury-related accidents,
near misses and personal attacks as
a basis, the Ada County Highway
District was asked to install a stop or
caution light at the crossing between
the Administration Building and St.
Paul's Catholic Center. .
"It is much busier, much more
poorly lighted than similar streets in
the city, and something must be
done," he said.
Keiser announced the designation
of 1987 as "The Year of the 'Teacher."
plans for celebrating and honoring
tcachers include: an ASBSU-
sponSbred dinner to express student
appreciation for BSU faculty; a
special issue of 'Focus magazine
devoted to the teaching profession;
and a statewide essay contest for high
school students, concerning teaching.
Shakeop
continues
at ,KBSU
by Karen Kammann
The University News
Public radio station KBSU recently
changed its format, and three of the
station's employees have. quit or been
fired as the result of the program-
ming changes.
. The station now broadcasts news
and information from 5-9 a.m.
weekdays, followed by three hours of
classical music, until noon, and three
hours of jazz, until 3 p.m,
News and information shows are-
broadcast from 3-6 p.m., when "The
Other Side of the Tracks" comes on
the air. Each weekday evening
features a different specialty show,
such as "Mutant Pop" or "Radio
Free Reggae," ·and "KBSU Over-
night," is broadcast weekdays from
1-5 a.m.
Programming on weekends is
essentiaily unchanged, according to
KBSU General Manager Dr. James
Paluzzi, who said the changes were
made because standard programming
practice research indicates that, when
programming is consistent through a
given time. period, the audience
increases. .
On Dec. 30, former KBSU an-
nouncer Jerry Carter.said on the air
that the show he was broadcasting
would be his last. While Carter's
show had not been renewed, he had
one more broadcast scheduled before
the format change took effect.
He said heto1d his listeners that
that ·programming. changes were'
coming up. ,"They (t"'" .~!a!ion;.~
management) didn't even want
anyone to do that because people
then would know that something was
happening that not everyone was
happy with," Carter said.
He said he told listeners about the
program changes the week before the
one in which he resigned on the air,
and was to1J by KBSU's engineer,
Tim McCartneY,that if he repeated
the announcements over the air, he
would not be allowed to broadcast
his last two shows.
Carter said that, in his broadcast,
he "was just being matter-of-fact"
about the upcoming changes, and'
that he said what he did because "I
just felt people needed to know what
was going to happen." -
McCartney refused to comlnt on
the i,n.ciden! with. Carter, saYi, that
Paluzzi would be the appr riatc
source. Paluzzi declined to con ment
on Carter because, he said, Carter 'is
under investigation, by the Ada
- County Sherriff's office.
Carter said he received a phone
call from the campus police the day
after he resigned, saying that he had
been accused of stealing a
microphone from the station. Under-
sheriff Dee Pfeiffer of the Ada Coun-
ty Sheriff's Department 'said the
theft of a microphone is being in·
vestizated but did not comment
furthcr. .
Former announcer Steve
Farneman said he was removed from
the air on Jan .. 9, slightly before 9 .
a.m., and received . a letter of
dismissal from Paluzzi later that day.
Paluzzi said Farncman was
dismissed for viol\lting the station's
policy by editorializing cn the air.
"1 said that it was a sad day for
Boise radio because the station was
changing formats. I also said that I
was unhappy with the way things had
been going at thc station," Farneman
said. .
"Rob' (Dugas; KBSU's program
director) came in and tried to cut me
off and just said 'get out.' I, wasn't
al,lle to get any of my records or my.
compact discs," Farneman said:
I
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See Shakeup" page.?,
•ET INVOLV!
Student Government Needs You
Positions Open
-Bookstore Advisory' Board
eCurriculum Committee
-Executive Food Service Committee
-Ftnanctat Aids Committee
• Election -Board
CD Matriculation 'and Student Policy
Board . - ' ..
-Intramural/Open Recreation Board'
<Nattonal Student Exchange .
-Library CommUtee .
-Student Alumni Board .
eStudent Retention Committee
For appHca.tio.ns and informa'tion, stop by
ASBSU Offlce'2nd floor SUB or call 385-1440
.For your ",
-y infoin'fi:lfion:-'
gram, CAMP aid recipients, Chapter
13 veterans and some . Vo-Iech
students. He said pari-time students
are not eligible for the refund because
they are not chargedthe fee,
Students who apply for the refund
are still eligible to use the Student
Health Center for treating minor iII-
nesses, Kleine said, Refunds will be
mailed approximately two weeks
after the application date, he said.
For more information on the
refunds or other student insurance
questions, Kleine can be reached at
385-3863 after Jan. 30.
Full-time students can
apply to have their insurance fees
refunded through Feb. 13, according
to ASBSU Student Insurance
RepresentativeMike Kleine. Applica-
tions for the refund can be filed at
the insurance booth in the SUB lob-
by until Jan. 30, 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Mon-Fri., Kleine said. .
The $42.50 refund can be obtain-
ed between Jan; 30 and Feb. 13by ap-
plying at the insurance represen - .
tative's office, room 113in the Stu-
dent' H!:alth Center, from 8:30
a.m.-1:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Kleine said full-time students who
are not eligible for the refund are
those involved with the athletics pro-
Financial aid forms
are now available and can be picked
up in the Financial Aids Office, room
117of the Administration Building
from 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday through
Friday..
According to Lois Kelly,director of
financial aid services, the forms, nor-
mally received in October, were
delayed this yearby the 1986Higher
Education Amendment, signed into
law by President Reagan on Oct. 17.
The law required massive changes
in previous documents, Kelly said.
"Portions had .to be fe-written,. re-
printed, .then mailed out for distribu-
tion," she said;
For information on financial aid,
call 385-1664. •
ment university. and i residence hall
policies and procedures, .
. Remuneration for the position in-
cludes a single room, board and a
cash stipend of $30per month. -
Interested students should attend
a meeting in the 'IowersMain Lounge
at 9:30p.m. on Jan. 26. Applications
are available at the Office of Student
Residential Life, Room 110, Ad-
ministration Building. The deadline
for application is Feb. 2, 1987.
least 2.5. T~oseWishing to apply
should submit a letter of application
and a resume of their j<lUrnalisticex-
perience to the paper's adviser Dan
Morris, in the BSU coinniuni~ation
department, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, 10, 83725.
For further information about the
editorial position; telephone Morris
at 385-1906,or Edith Decker, the cur-
rent edi tor, at 345-8204.
Ourthree-year and
two-yearschohirships won't
make coDege easier;
Justeasier topayfo&
Even ifyou didn't start collegeon a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTGScholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
feesand textbooks. Along with up toSI,OOO
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY ARMY ROTC
385-3500
ARMY RESERVEOFFICER..C;' TRAINIf'IC Cl'p,rS
- The Office of Student
Residenrlal Life is accepting applica- Applications for the The BSU Political
tions for the Resident Adviser pro- editorship of The University News Science Association has announced
gram for the-1987-88 academic year. will be accepted through Feb. 13. a.call for papers. Students who wish
All applicants must have a Applicants for the one-year, .to have their work considered for
cumulative GPA of 2.25 or above. salaried position, which begins with publication in the association's An-
Resident advisers are students who on-the-job training aboutApril I, filial Review need to submit papers
live in the residence halls and help must be full-time students at BSU before the Feb. 20 deadline:
identify and assist individuals who with at least-two semesters' ex-.Papers should be of reasonable
may have special needs in the areas perience in editing or publishing a length, typed and double-spaced and
of personal, career, or academic pro- college newspaper or similar publica- submitted with student numbers on-
. blems. Resident advisers alsoimple- tion, and a grade point average of at Iy.Only contributions from students
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, will be considered. Papers may treat. a wide variety of topics but shouldONE SHOP FOR incorporatesome basicscholarly in-
terest in the area of political scienceALL YOUR or a closely aIlied field. Papers' on
subjects related to Idaho or the Nor-PRINTING thwest may receive special
consideration.NEEDS Anyone interested in contributing
may turn their work in to the
Political Science Department or to
Dave Dahle, PSA President.
I
I
°Typesetting
00ffset Printing
°Flyers
°Posters
°Newsletters
oCarbon less Forms
°Design/Layout
°Quick Copy
8Brochures
°Resumes
oMuchMore!
UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES.
Free Counseling
Choice of Adoptive Parents
342·6805
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
PRINTING & GRAPHICS
CALL US! X1269
1416W. Franklin. Boise
All Services Confidcnlial
1
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'TO'THEPOINT 3
_F'01_y_0_ur~
.j n forma tion:. .
He has worked and consulted with
organizations such' as Rolls-Royce,
Dupont of Canada and Xerox.
Sessions will be held in room 222
of the Business Building, from
6:30-9:30 p.m, Cost for the program
is $225, and advanced registration is .
required.
originate from the Geriatric Educa-
tion 'Center at Virginia Com-
monwealth University, Richmond .
Registration for the teleconference
may be made. on a space-available
basis by telephoning 385-3286.
Conference segments will focus on
ways to identify and treat the suicidal
geriatric patient, as well as methods
of recpgnizing situations leading to
abuse, characteristics of abusers,
recognition' of victims of potential
abuse, and the role of public agen-
cies in responding to the problem ..
Nancy 1. Osgood, author of books
on suicide among the elderly, will
present an overview of this problem.
Edward F. Ansello, author of text-
books and articles on criminal vic-
timization of the elderly, will in-
troduce the abusesegment,
Dr. Ann R. Penberthy, a: speClil11st
in the assessment and treatment of
geriatric patients," and Terry S.
Jenkins, supervisor for Adult Ser-
vices, Comprehensive Mental Health
Services, Norfolk, Va., will also ad- -
dress the audience.
Attendant Service. For further infor-
mation, or to register for the course,
telephone 385-3985 .'
A five-day seminar,
designed to help supervisors acquire
A Homemaker/Home practical tools for management, will
s ,Health Aide class will be conducted be held Feb. 2, 9, 23 and March 2 and
Feb. 2-24 by the Idaho State Division 9, as' part of the BSU Center for
of Vocational Education and BSU's Management Development's Profes-
College of Health Science. sional Development Program.
The class will cover personal care The seminar is designed to help
skills, as well as anatomy, physiology both newly promoted supervisors
and nutrition, and will be held in the and those with some years of ex-
BSU Simplot/Micron Technology .perience, Elements of management
.Center from S:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m, which will be covered include the role
weekdays. of a supervisor' in a changing en-
The curriculum has been approv- vironment, methods of establishing
ed by the Idaho State Board of Nurs- a leadership role, building morale,
ing, and completion of the class will. handling discipline and achieving
certify students as providers for the -Jesiiiisth-roughothers.
Idaho St~te Medicaid Personal Care Roy Glenn is leading the seminar.
The BSUchapter of
the Snake River Alliance will hold its
first meeting of the semester at 3:30
p.m., Jan. 30, in the SUB II con-
ference room. Lisa Schultz will
discuss the transportation of hazar-
dous waste in Idaho.
For more information, call
385-1223.
A lecture titled "Idaho
Christian Patriots: A Sociological
Examination of Right-Wing Ex-
tremism," will feature Dr. James
Aho, an ISU sociology professor, as
guest speaker.
The lecture will be held Feb. 12,
from 8-9 p.m., in the SUB Big Four
Room. Admission is free.
The lecture. is sponsored by the
BSU Sociology Club 'and the
Sociology Department.
I
I
A teleconference on
suicide among and abuse of the
elderly is scheduled Feb. 4 in the BSU
___SImplotL~icron Technology Center
from IO a.m-noon,
The free video conference will
STUDY
BREAK:
ASBSU President John
Hetherington accepted the
resignations C>f three senators,
while another senator submitted
her letter of resignation during the
senate's regular meeting on Jan.
21.
The resignations of Sens. Jan
Cannata, Mike Schow and Sheri
Smith were accepted by Hether-
ington, while Sen. Vicki Keeth
submitted her letter of
-resignaticn.
In other personnel matters,
Hetheringtron appointed and the
senate approved Jan Cannata,
Kathy Page and Jim Mosely as
judiciary appointees and Kelli
Catron was appointed and ac-
cepted as the new ASBSU
business manager.
The body also appointed Sen.
Rick Overton as the liason to
SPB, Sen. Tony Fitzpatrick as the
Election Board liason and Sen.
Kurtis Leatham as the Newspaper
Advisory Board's senate member.
The senate suspended the rules
to discuss Resolution 7, the new
ASBSLJ constitution. Several
amendments were made. The
senate came back to order to ap-
prove the document, as amended,
10-0-0.
It also passed Senate Bill 44,
which provides for the spring elec-
tions, and Senate Bill 45, which
provides for a special election to'
approve the new constitution and
vote on at least two dedicated fee
issues.
Earlier in the meeting, the
ASBSU lobbyists made a report
concerning. the bills on which they
are working, and Dr. Phil
Eastman reported on possible
changes in the policy of the
Academic Grievance and
Dishonesty Board.
Establish your study schedule
for the new semester:
Break daily _
Monday through Friday for
Who: Everyone 19 and over
What: BSU Night
When: Every Thursday Night
8 p.m. til closing
Where: Club Chi-Chi's
VVhy: To Fight Inflation'
With: Well Drinks $1.75
64 oz. Pitcher Draft Beer $4.00
SPECIAL 4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
1/2 Liter Specialty Drinks $2.75
Dancing Mon.-Sat. 9-Closing
10:05· p.m. WTBS Channel 5
12:00 p.m. WGN Channel 9
2:00 p.m. Lifetime Channel 3
4:00 p.m. Nickelodean Channel 21
Perry Mason
Qick Van Dyke
Moviebreak
The. Monkees
CALL NOW
for our
Study Break Special1:) 375·8856
;;d anited cable television1
-it No Cover Charge Sun'.·Thurs.*
Across from BSU on Capitol Blvd.
336·7745 .'
IONLY 60
SEMESTER CREDIT H
NEEDED FOR
us.
If you have 60 accredited semester hours, and can achieve a high
score in a special aptitude test, you could be just 22 weeks from earl)'
ing the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the Army Reserve. And
ready to take on your first Reserve leadership assignment.
Qualify, and you'll attend an 8,week Basic Training Course,
then go on to a l-l-week Officer Candidate School (OCS) which
will challenge you both mentally and physically. When you grad,
uate, you'll receive your commission as an officer in the Army
Reserve, and continue training in a branch Officer Basic
Course. Then you'll return home to serve in a nearby Reserve
unit-usually one weekend a month and two weeks annual
training. - .
Itsa greatopportunity to gain the skills and begin the practice
of the kind of leadership and management prized so highly by civilian
employers. . . . . -
Youneed not have completed your degree, just have 60 semester
. hours and a lot of ability and confidence, to qualify.
If you're interested in OCS, call: 334-1711 in Boise
or 467-4441 in Nampa.
~~II!!' A ...::K:;"1
FORA .
CHALLENGE?
As on Air Force
officer, you can
always expect the
unexpected.
You'll enjoy new
challenges, new
opportunities
and accept new
responsibilities,
Air Force Officer
Training School is
the place to start.
Your college
degree is your
ticket. Find out it
you qualify, Call .
(509) 334 - 0505
collect
ARMJRESERVE •.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.J . I
4King's deeds.worth celebrating
Jan. 19. Martin Luther King's birthday. An official United States holiday.
Does Idaho take the day off to recognize the achievements of the remarkable
Dr. King? No. It costs too much-or so says IdahoGov, Cecil Andrus.
According to the governor, we'd have to cancel some other holiday in order
for the state to afford a paid holiday for its workers. Considering this excuse,
let's take a gander through the. current holidays which Idaho observes. If we
were to "trade in" a holiday" for instance, which would be the most likely?
Christmas and Thanksgiving are definitely out. New Year's? No, we need
that to recover. The Fourth of July, Memorial Day and Labor Day all have
deep roots in America and a definite purpose in their existence. Columbus
Day? Now there's one-i-a definite possibility. After all,what does Columbus
Day mean to you?
In the first place, the man whom we honor on Columbus Day probably didn't
even do what we're honoring him for-that is, discovering America. What other
wonderful things did Columbus do in his lifetime? He nearly wiped out the
native population of Haiti. He was nearly killed by his Own ship's crew because
of his tyrannical behavior. He looted and burned quite liberally to get what
he wanted. In fact, he wore a lei made of the penises of the men he'd killed.
He was a racist. He was a murderer. He was a tyrant. He was the personifica-
tion of greed. Yet we have a day to honor him and not a day to honor King-
the same King who believed in and strove for a non-racist society, at peace,
and composed of brothers willing to give what they had to another if he need-
ed it.
. Considering the current turbulence in this state-the violent racism and
hatred on both sides, which is becoming more and more evident-wouldn't
a day devoted to a peaceful man be appropriate? Columbus is the embodiment
of so many of the ills in our society, while King is the embodiment of so many
of the cures. Perhaps a symbolic switch in holidays would trigger a more sub-
stantial change in attitudes ..
LETTERS
New liquor Jaws confusing
Editor, The University News;
Last winter, in response to public demand
and persistent lobbying by the liquor in-
dustry, our state legislature exemplified its
competence by passing a new liquor law. The
provisions of that law defy understanding
even now.
For example, liquor can now be served
seven days a week. This seems pretty straight
forward. Bars are open until 2 a.m.s-but only
during daylight savings time. Presumably, our
legislators were concerned at the prospect of
bar patrons staggering home in the dark.
However, beer and wine can only be served
until I a.rn., at which time the hard stuff can
be brought out to prepare for the long
journey home. Those places without liquor
licenses, t.e, that serve only beer and wine,
are simply out of luck.
Does everybody have this memorized?
There are new rules now, seeing it's no longer
daylight savings time: Bars close at I 'a.m.
now. Beer and wine drinkers will no longer
have their drinks plucked from their hands
an hour before closing. But liquor is still. serv-
ed on Sundays.
Even these new ins and outs of Idaho li-
• quor law aren't too hard to learn. It's just
necessary to remember what lime of year it
~
is when walking into a bar or restaurant. But
the time for complacency is not at hand. Our
statelegilaturere-convened in January.
Admittedly, there was a lot of opposition
within the legislature to extending Idaho
drinking hours. "But apparently, reasonable
compromise is not one (01) our state
legislators' most outstanding gifts. 1ft his li-
quor law can.be taken as an example of-what
a bipartisan legislature produces in the way
of a state law, we shudder to think what is
in store for Idaho in 1987.
We urge the Idaho state legislature to clear
up the. confusion regarding the new liquor
law. If bars are to stay open until 2 a.rn., keep
them open until that time throughout the
year. Ridiculous distinctions between liquor
and beer and wine should be struck from the ...
provisions.
It's to the advantage of our legislators to
make liquor, beer and wine more accessible
to the Idaho voters, especially around elec-
tion time. The incumbents have a much bet-
ter chance, this way, of retaining office. If
they go by their past record of achievement
in state legislature, their chances are far
grimmer.
Liz Harris
BSU Student
~UNIVERSITY NEWS
The University News staff: Editor in Chief, Edith L. Decker; News Editor, Karen
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by Karen Kammann
The University News
Parking in a handicapped space is about
as responsible as driving drunk, right? Tak-
ing a handicapped space to avoid inconve-
nience is turning that inconvenience' into
serious trouble for someone else, right?
But what about parking in a handicapped.
spot for safety? Would a handicapped per-
son be more unsafe wandering around the
Greenbelt at 3 a.m. than the rest of us?
Probably.
But when it's 3 a.m., and the only parking
spaces within a reasonable distance of Mor-
rison and Driscoll Halls are handicapped
spots (not.. as BSU's sign makers seem to
think, "handicap" spots), I take one. I get up
early the next day and move my car to avoid
getting a ticket.
There. I'm scum and I've admitted it.
Anyone who wants to ticket me has my
published confesssion. They're welcome to
come and get me-as long as they get all the
other students who also have parked illegal-
ly out of necessity. .
Expecting people to pay for "hunting
licenses" to park is about as reasonable as
overfilling classes at registration and letting
the first students to arrive in the morning
attend,
Yet BSU's Parking Advisory Committee
unashamedly extorts money from students
for services that mayor may not be perform',
cd. If extortion seems too harsh a word, bear
in mind that the alternatives to buying a
parking permit ate running up a much larger
sum in parking tickets or facing the risk of
missing class while hunting for an off-
campus spot.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words
(2 typed pages). The letters must be signed
and' a telephone number provided for our
verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctua-
tion, length and libelous or offensive content.
THE VIEW FROM
THE BASEMENT
Make parking' a' priority
General permits cost enough so that peo-
ple buying them should be guaranteed places
to park. The $50 reserved permits should
come with valet parking and perhaps even a
car wash every so often. .
Parking Services Director Bob Scibolt said
a parking garage is unaffordable. Maybe it
is. Surely there MIst be some 'constructive
solution, though. Perhaps they could start by
selling one permit per space in the reserved
lots and overselling the general lots, if they
must; by not more than five percent.
, I've always favored the idea of a deluxe per- ..
mit, one which would allow its proud
possessor to park in any lot on campus. I
don't think it would be worth more than
about' $50, but 'at the current rates, such a
permit might bring in $100 or so.
Of course, they could just issue campus
parking permits to all students and give up
on the idea of making money from parking.
The situation probably wouldn't be much
better, but at least it wouldn't cost students
anything.
A myriad of solutions are probably out
there just waiting to be proposed. Since park-
ing. is on everyone's mind, I suggest that
anyone who comes up with anything remotely
workable send their ideas to the Parking Ad-
visory Committee or the Parking Control Of-
fice, which will presumably pass them on.
The only solution that seems to me to be
as completely unworkable as a parking garage
is thecurrcnt one. Buying up land around .
campus, putting up signs, selling parking per-'
mits and ticketing violators is all well and
good, but there's going to come a time, say
when tile university buys' its first lot on
Overland Road, when it's going to seem a lit-
tle ridiculous.
LETTERS POLICY
The editorial staff encourages readers,
whether students, faculty or community
members, to respond to any of the contents
of the newspaper, as well as subjects of
general interest.
The staff will make every effort to print
all letters which meet the policy requirements.'
'I
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Legislatures~ts isights on funding education
. , . ~ " " '
j
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by Perry Waddell
The University News
"There is an air of cooperation,
respect and good old-fashioned fun
in serving that was absent in the last
session," Representative Jeanne
Givens.(D-Coeur d'Alene) said of
the second week of the 49th Idaho
State Legislature
Cooperation and brevity are what
the legislators arc hoping for this
year, after last year's session became
the fifth longest in Idaho's history.
The Idaho State Legislature con-
vened 'Jan. 12, welcoming 26 new
members, 13 Republicans and 13
Democrats,' three of' them having
served before. '
The party ratios changed also; in
the house of represenatives,
Democrats gained three scats, to give
them 20 members to the Republicans'
64. On the senate side, Democrats
gained two seats, giving' them 16 to
the Republicans' 26.
The senate change was significant
because it took away the Republican
party's two-thirds majority, needed to
override a gubernatorial veto.
Ada County has four new
legislators this year, two Republicans
and two Democrats. The Republicans
are District 14 Reps. Jerry Deckard,
a contractor and former house
member from Eagle, and Herm
Steger, a retired school principal from
Boise District 18.
Ken Robison and Karl Brooks are
the two new Democrats from Boise.
Robison' is a publisher, a fonner
senator and a representative from
District 19. Brooks is an attorney
from District 20. '
Brooks said his experience so far
as a senator has been "fascinating."
He said that, despite the sure arrival
of some heated debates, the
Vacant house:
legislators get along as people. "The
level of personal respect is high," he
said.
Despite the "air of cooperation,"
there arc plenty of heated debates ex-
pected before the session is over. The
key issue, most members agreed, will
be the adoption of federal tax codes,
particularly the retention or elimina-
tion of the Investment Tax Credit.
Opponents of the ITC say it is a,
rarely-used credit that very few
,bcncfit from, while proponcnts say
'I
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Monday Special
Zfor 1.
(in house)
Buy any Specialty Sandwich
Get one I'REE
'Every Mon.
Tuesday 9 p.m-l a.m.
Im port Beer $1.25
Domestic only $1.00
Wednesday Night 9-1 a.m,
Giggle Hour
Beer Pitchers $1.95
BRASS LAMP
Daily Specials
Free Pool Mon.-Sun. 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Longest Happy Hour Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
$2.50 pitchers 50e drafts .
BSU Discounts $2.00 off Giant Pizza
'$1.00 off medium .
50c off individual
SEMESTER IN·SPAIN
(BEGINNER OR ~DVAN~ED)". "
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, In between
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGiNNER OR ADVANCED-Cost is about Live with a Spanish family. attend classes
the same' as a semester in a U.S. college: four hours a day. four days a w.ee~. four
$3.870. Price includes jet round trip to months. Earn 16 hr~. of credit (eqUivalent
Seville from New York. room. board, and to 4 semes~ers. _;:;•.t In U.S. colleges over
tuition complete. GOVGfiiment grants and a two year time span). Your Spanish studies
loans may be applied towards our will be enhanced by opportuntttes riot avail-
able in a U.S. classroom. Standardized
___ ~o~::"..: ,__ .., tests show our -rudents' language skills
superior to studencscomoletinc two year
programs in tLS. Advanced cou:ses also.
Hurry. It takes a lot of time to make all ar-
rangements, .
SPRING SEMESTER-Jan. 30-May.29
FALL SEMESTER-Aug. 29-Dec. 19
each year .
Chris Butler I University News
Friday at 1:30 in the afternoon finds the House of Representatives with a
less than overflowing crowd. The legislature went into session on Jan. 12.
that it is an incentive for economic
development.
Another major issue this year will
be the funding of public education.
Three out of four of state dollars, or
over $450 million, go to universities,
colleges and public schools.
Leanna Lasuen, a freshman
representative from Mountain Home,
said she ran for office, as many
others did, "in frustration for more
funding for education." She is a
member ,!.f the House Education
Committee, which has 13 new'
members out of 18. '4,
Rep. Dorothy Reynolds, a sixth-
term Republican from Caldwell, also
sits on the Education Committee.
Reynolds said that, with the member-
ship change. everyone on the com-
rnittee is supportive of education.
The chairman of the House
Education Committee again this year
is Republican Ernest Hale of Burley,
who is serving his 17th year in the
legislature. He said that the commit-. '
tee change is a complete turn-around
this year and that "everyone is pro-
education."
Hale said a five percent pay raise
for teachers and state employees is a
must, and he would like to see more'
funds for school supplies, also, but
emphasized that he does not know
where the money will come from.
"Hopefully, we canfind the funds to
do it. The picture the governor has'
painted has too many ifs,", he said.
Cllvens, the only Democrat on the
committee remaining from last year,
said the reason the committee chang-
ed so many members Is that .rnany.
"arch conservatives got off the com-
mittee, realizing it is a political hot
potato:', because of a "mandate from
. the people in the November election
to fund education."
An issue that came up last year
concerning higher education in
Idaho was a chancellorship system
which would put BSU, ISU, the U of
I and LCSC under one chancellor.
Sen. Lynn Tominaga, a Republican
from Rupert, said they are looking at
an "Idaho University System:' similar
to the chancellorship.
It would be "one university system
where you would have an umbrella,
all colleges and universities would be
under the system (but) ... still would
have the same names," Tominaga
said. He said this idea has a lot of
potential and would make it easier
for students to transfer credits. Also,
faculty would be able to transfer bet-
ween the schools.
Tominaga said an advantage to the
system would be that land grant
monies, which, can only be dedicated
to U of I, would be.transferred bet-
ween all the universities.
Tominaga gave the example that an
See Legislature, page 6.
FULLY ACCREDITED -A Program of T"nity
Christian College.
-For.lull information-send coupon to:
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway.Lake Drive S.E.. AP-12
Grand Rapids, 'Michigan 49506
(A Program 01 Trinity Christian College)
HAVEA.GREATEXPERIENCE
Serve as adviser to students. Implementdevelopment Programs.
Meet People and grow as a person.
Student Residential Life is Accepting Applications for
.Residential Advisers for Fall Semester 1987.
Information and Applications will be available: Monday, January 26
9:30 p.m, or Student Residential Life
Towers Main Lounge contact Ad Bldg. Rm. 110
Deadline February 2, 1987 385-3986
AP'121
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Keiser hopeful about ralses
by Perry Waddell . Keiser said funding education
The University News has become a statewide concern,
and he is. optimistic that the
legislature will be generally more
. sympathetic towards it.
"Economic development depends
on educated people to' make
money (while) universities' need
money to educate people," he
said.
Andrus has recommended a
five percent salary cost-of-living
increase for all college and univer-
sity personnel, with an additional
five percent for faculty 'members
only. While Keiser said this is a
reasonable increase, he would
"liked to have seen them do
better ...
He added that in the last three
of four years, non-faculty
employees have had no cost-of-
living increase, and have a higher
pay inequity . than faculty
members. He said he would like-
-to see the full increase extended
to all employees.
The number' one priority. this'
year for higher education is salary
. increases, according to BSU Presi-
dent Dr. John Keiser;
Keiser said he is pleased with
the Governor's budget request but
will be working hard again this
year to get the State Board of
Education to alter its funding for"
mula so that BSU receives a more'
equitable share of the higher
education allocation.
Gov. Cecil Andrus, who an-
.nounced his 198'8 budget as one
with "restraint and committ-
ment;" . recommended $99.5
million for higher education, $1.2
million below the SBO~'s request.
This is a 9.7 percent increase
over current levels and includes
pay raises for allBfil.lpersonnel,
Keiser said this is a significantin-
crease over last year and "higher
numbers at the start give better
success in the end."
Boise State University
Oontlnulnq Education
Travel and Earn Credits
Seattle, Victoria, 8.0.-$499
S,pring Break- March 21·28
Soviet Union-$2798
July 19·August 2
Mexican Cultufe-$1325
July 13·31
Morelia Summer Study $895
. June 18·July 11
·Information:
BSU Library Bldg. Room 247
385·3295
by Linnea Mattson
The University News
CAIVIPusNEWS
IMP VEYOUR
SPEAK.I·· 'SKI LlS
Join ~ BSU Speech & Debate Squad
The traveling squad
competes against
Northwest
universities.
"
Va-Tech. opens a new shop
Each department serviced by the
students will be billed a flat $I$'shop
fee, plus the cost of major parts;
Jones said.
"It's part of the curriculum to-
make service calls," he said. "It gives
students the chance to meet people,
to interface with people and to deal
with live work problems."
10 get a computer repaired, users
are asked to call the Data Center at
385-3460, explain the call isa service
call, and provide the following: I) the
. name of the contact person; 2) the
'phone number: 3) the account
number for billhlg:4) the building'
and room number of the broken unit,
and .itsmake,·. model and serial
number; 5) the BSU inventory
number: and 6) a brief 4,escription of
the problem. .
. "With the addition of computers
all the time, in two to three years; we
will have to cOITIeup with some other .
inovative solutions," McDonald
stated.
" .service (to computer users)."
In the last two years, BSU has ac-
. quired over 450 IBMPCs,raising the
Jan. 26 marked the start of a Vo:-- number from 20-25 to 500, according
Tech program to repair. on-campus to Biil' Sohl, .computer equipment
IBM,Personal Computers, the Apple repair man for the DataCenter.
· Ile, .and Apple 11+ computers, ac- "lrying to keep the main system
cording to Don Jones, Program going andtaking care of the minor
Head (If Business Machine problems just got out· of hand, ",SoW
Technology said. He added that this program
"We are not trying to replace the should. expedite repairs.
Data Center, but 10 assist it. We At 'nooni each ,day, Yo-Tech
worked this out as a team," Jones, students will pick up service orders
supervisor of the program, said, ad- called into the Data Center' and
ding that the-program is helpful to should complete the repairs by the
both the students and to BSU. , next afternoon, Jones said.
In the past, Business Machine Problems too big or complicated
'Iechnology students trained on-the- for the students to handle will be
job in local offices .•Too few offices turned over to Sohl, according' to
are available..rJones said, which McDonald, although Jones said he
prompted himto suggest On-campus feels the students-are able to handle
computer repair to, Angus anything theymight come across.
McDonald, manager of User Services However, McDonald said, "If a
in the Data Center. person or department has a com-
, "We realized the workload was puter which is essential to the depart- '
getting '.beyond our control," ment, 'we are encouraging them to get
McDonald said, adding "Hopefully a service contract (to ensure prompt-
this program will provide more timely repair)."
Legisla. ture ~~ ..-------'~, ---
Givens said she is opposed to the for higher' education and one for
plan, saying that less duplication of public schools.
programs will save the state money, 'Another major issue this session is
and "all universities have different' state deregulation of local telephone
strengths." service. Mountain Bell favors the de-
ASBSU Lobbying Director David' regulation, saying that new tech-
Dahle saidthat BSU will support the nology has made Idaho laws ob-
chancellorship system, but he said solete.
that in order to do it properly, the Opponents saYI~i"!-,hvii':. ,iii",
legislature must split the State Board would climb while' service would
of Education into two groups: one decline "We wil) have an unregulated
monopoly for an essential service,"r--R-E-A-·O-I-N-G-ill_ .. ·s-p·-E-L-- ._- _ .. , RO~~~~~ s~i~'or legisla~ion that isI . or .L·I N G. "! possible this .session: a" day-care
II regulation bHl; all increased drinking
II PRO BL EMS? I. age. unless the federal mandate isrul-
cd unconstitutional in a court
•1 We'll make you an expert in .'challenge.bySouth Dakota, backedI by Idaho; an increased cigarette lax,
'.,- • Phon ics -Spell ing ,. which would bring Idaho closer 10
• the 'nationalaverage; an increased
•
1 -Word Attack I gasolinetaxdcdicatedtohighwayim-
provement;prisonlocation, size and.
• Accelerated course classes begin weekly .8 corrections polky; retention of the
Ii five percent sales tax which expires
B F R d' W' k hiD in July; liability 'insurance and tort
• unwayea In9 or s. ops, nco I reform; and a wild and scenic rivers34536 8 bill. .i . B 78 I Last year the session was 82 days"
B Free evaluations will be given toallyone, 1st grade through adult to test- I long. Reynolds said she hope:. this
• ~~a:I;~n~~~SP:.;'~r~~~rantee that you or your child will gain 1 grade'level or ~~~; I ' year legislators can be finished in 65L .. _ _ .II days.
Cont. from page 5.
'electrical engineering or masters de-
gree courses could be taught at:
BSU in order to take advantage of'
Hewlett-Packard and Mlcron
Technology as resources. The funds
would come from the land grant
monies dedicated to U of I. .
Team Meetings:
Mon. 3-5 p.m. in
Communication
Bldg., Room 230
COntact:
McGorkie, 385-3928
Earn. 1 Credit Per Semester
No Experience Needed - Any Student
With Academic Standing Can Join_o
The local squad speaks
in Boise Valley.
~,
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·the pregnancy test .for your
, 0 • , eyesonl)'.1~~'" 0
Private, portable, arid easy to reld, e.p.t. P1uSN<t· ~
can tell you Ifyou're pregnant Inas fast as .'. '. ' E
10minutes.You can use It as soon as one day nJus .:J
after a missed period. And e.p.t. Plus has ~
proven 99% accurate Inlab tests. e.p.t. Plus, :;;
a fast arid easy way to kilow for sure. !I
·CAMPUS NEWS·
SurveY.Center
comes on line
by Steve F. l,yon
The University News
When all thefiardware is in
place in the new Survey Research
Center, BSU will have the capaci-
Ity to conduct statewide polls for
individuals, government agencies
and public interest groups seeking.
to guage public opinion on issues.
Located on the. second floor of
the Administration Building,the
center will have eight interview-
ing stations linked through a
Computer Assisted Telephone In-
terviewing system: .
Center Director Dr. Gregory A.
Raymond said some of the
$35,000 worth of equipment is
still orrorder, but that he is hop-
ing to conduct a shakedown poll
sometime this semester.
Once in' operation, the center
will conduct a yearly omnibus
poll consisting of a statewide
telephone survey examining the
opinions of Idahoans on a varie-
ty of political, social and
economic issues.
The results will be compiled in
a· publication and presented to
decision and policy-makers, Ray-
mond said. "This will enable us
to track public opinion over time
regarding certain types of issues."
The center earne about because
no other en.tilY it! the universitv-
system can provide this type. of
high-quality.surveying, Raymond
said. "Many slates have associated
with a university to do this type
of thing." . .
Raymond outlined two primary
ways of becoming involved in
polling: through faculty members
doing research projects; and in-
volvement on a contract basis
with government agencies who re- .
quest surveying.,
Events crowd dorm parking spaces
• by Randy Stolz
The University News
The 12,225' basketball fans who
crowded the BSU Pavilion Jan. 17 ag-
gravated the recurrent parking woes
experienced by on-campus residents
when special events are held at the
Pavilion or the Morrison Center.
Over one-fifth of the spaces in the
Morrison-Driscoll parking lot were
filled by vehicles without university
parking permits (not cdunting a
number of cars with inappropriate
permits, including several parked in .
handicapped slots}. Thirty-one per-
cent of the spaces "reserved" for
Chaffee Hall residents were occupied
by vehicles without permits.
Nearly three times as many permits
were sold to dormitory residents as
there are spaces in residence hall lots,
Parking Services Director Bob
Seibolt said.
"These permits aren't a guarantee
(for a space), they are a hunting
license if a space is available," he
said, noting that resident's permits
can also be used in the 2,000 general
parking spaces.
"If that's a hunting license, then on
game. night there are sure a lot of
poachers," Morrison Hall Resident
Adviser Larry Heinemann said. "I
,
Serve until spring 1987 elections
think the university gives priority to
anyone and everyone who comes
along except the students. We have to
'pay $12 a year to park and it's fine
as long as no one else comes along
because then w~rc out of luck," he
said. '
A number of on-campus residents
have received tickets for parking il-
legally during special events because
their own lots were filled with
visitors.
During the Journey concert last
September "there was no parking in
the Liberal Arts lot, the Library lot,
along Campus Lane, in our lot, or in
Chaffee's, so I had to park on the
east side of the stadium by the new
-practice field (which was then under
construction)" Heinemann said.
"They ticketed me and towed my
car to another part of the lot, I guess
because I was in the way of their con-
struction," he said. .
Morrison Hall resident Donna
Weeks was compelled to park in a
"no parking" zone on Campus Lane
last October during the Van Halen
concert, and was ticketed the next·
morning.
"I didn't move my car because I
thought it was kind of inconvenient
to have to get up at 6:30 in my pa-
jamas to move it," she said.
Gonna cost YOU:
Brian Becker I University News
Parking control issues a ticket.
Recent assaults have made women towing vehicles and issuing citations.
residents wary of long walks alone at "We have' jurisdiction for citing
night. "I cut across the Chaffee and .them, but we don't impound them
Morrison lawns to get back here unless it's an emergency and then on-
because I don't walk along the' Iy with the approval of the shift
Greenbelt," Morrison Hall resident supervisor," Officer Bart Hamilton
Lisa Rickey said. "The couple of of the Ada County Sheriff's Depart-
times I've had to I've been really ner- ment said.
vous," she said. "It's a responsibility of the
Heinemann said he thought the residents to guarantee (their) parking
Ada County Sherifrs department, See Parking, page 11.
which has contracted with BSU to
provide security, was responsible for,
,'ADDI V
" • .- 1m. I
Positions
NOW!
Open For:
Educ'ation Senator VOaTechSenator
"Appltcatlons accepted. until 12 noon Monday"
\Feb. 9. For applications and information stop
by ASBSU office 2nd floor SUB or call 385-1440.
"
~Shake~p-
Cont. from page. 1.
"They were really hesitant about
letting me have my car keys and my
coat," he said.
Paluzzi said he was disappointed
in, what Farneman had done.
Farneman said he was called back
to the station later the same day and
given his belongings-along with a let-
ter of dismissal, in front of a cam-
pus security officer. .
Paluzzi said campus .security was
called in because, "In a violation of
station policy,you have to. assume
that a person's not acting in good,
faith, and at what level will that good
faith stop?"
Farneman's leiter of dismissal said
he may not enter the station without
allthorizationfrom the general
manager or the business manager.
At approximately midnight on
Jan. 14, former announcer Wan Birt
said on the air that the staff was told
that there would no programming
changes, as the management saw it,
at a staff meeting last July.
Paluzzi said he. had said there
would be no drastic programming
changes, and that the management
would subscribe to three new shows
for the broadcast schedule.
Birt resigned on the air Jan. 14,
saying, "I c-~nnot work for someone
I do not trust," and that the, show
he was broadcasting would be his
last.
Birt said he felt he needed to make
astatement over the air because, "I
felt like what's transpired has been a
grave injustice."
Paluzzi declined to comment on
- Birt saying that Birt is under in-
vestigation by the. sheriff's office.
'He said KBSU's management has
chosen to take an evolutionary ap-
proach to the station's change.. This
allowed the management, he said, to .
take listeners' needs into account and
to work with the staff already in
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Arts & Sciences ~enator
Sciences & Public Affairs Senator
Nominate Your
BEST TEACHER
A teacher recognition award will be
awarded to one full-time faculty
member from each school.
Make sure your best instructor is nominated.
Pick up nomination forms at:. j.
;:
I,;' j:, Ii
j ,i'
i I
I !:
, ; I
1.1 i i
Dean's Offices
SUB Information Booth
ASB Office (2nd Floor. SUB)
All nominations due by 3:30 p.m. Wed., Feb. 4
Call 385-1554 for information
THE TUNES
Looktnqat new releases
by Tiro Johnstcne
The University News
january is a busy month for American
record companies. Having shut down for
most of the month of December, they flood
the market with new music of all genres,
some good, some otherwise.
South African albums
Soweto Never Sleeps is a new compilation
of "Classic Female Zulu Jive" available on
the Shanachie label. Paul Simon's Graceland
LP, as well as recent work from Peter Gabriel
and South Africa's own Juluka, has done
- much to introduce this genre of music to the
States. Featured on this album are the most
famous women vocal ensembles from South
Africa during the '60s, '70s and '80s. This is
bright, energetic, and hopeful music created
during the dark and repressive conditions in
South African townships. Among the tight
vocal harmonies are bright, western-
influenced guitar leads and organs.
The The
It is hard to describe the music 0(, Matt
Johnson, who caIls himself The The. His new
album, Infected, has just been released on
Epic records. He is an intense artist with firm
opinions about the world around him, and
he uses all forms of media to fullest advan-
tage to express his beliefs.
Infected is a mix of styles and intensities:
Stax soul, Memphis blues, Euro-rock and the
vocal arrangements are some of the strongest
released in the past year. All current newswor-
thy topics are considered, from Reagan's
foreign policy (the eerie, prophesizing "Sweet
Bird of Truth") to AIDS, to England's own
- relationship with America.
Johnson's opinions and visions may
alienate some people, and he knows it. I im-
-agine that he hopes they will; at the very least,"
ruffle enough feathers to give people reason
to consider seriously what is going on around
them. As for the music, it is as impressive as
the first The The album Soul Mining, if not
more so.
Love Tractor
r
Love Tractor is a band from Atlanta, Ga.
They are finally emerging from the shadows
of other famous Georgia bands (i.e. R.E.M.)
with a sound and direction of their own.
Their newest album, This Ain't No Outer
Spaceship, reveals their strengths in guitar-
dominated rock. Melodies and harmonies are
rich and varied on tracks such as "Beatie
Boots," "Small Town," and "Party Train."
Love Tractor was once considered a band
whose strength was its instrumentals, rather
than its vocal compositions. Not so anymore.
The second side opens with a great in-
strumental called "Rudolf Nureyev," This ti-
tle sufficiently describes the catchy; Eastern-
flavored jig. The next track, "Beatie Boots,"
is simply one of the most infectious singalong
songs of the year. The album closes with a
lush, epic instrumental called "We All Lov-
ed Each Other So Much."
With a record label that has national
distribution (Big Time/RCA), Love Tractor
may move beyond college-radio favorites and
into bigger audiences. Their recent tour with
R.E.M. helped, as well. Great group name.
Great album name. Great album, period.
Stranglers
The Stranglers and XTC represent a sizable
slice of UK counter pop history. Both emerg-
ed from the dust and debris of the punk
movement. These are no upstart- haircut-
knob-twiddling-teen-idols (a-hal), and both
of these releases illustrate the' experiences
these folks have behind them.
Dreamtime, the new stranglers LP, may
. seem a bit more reserved than their previous
releases. Although they have mellowed with
age, their music has retained its unique hybrid
of inteIligence, humor and social commen-
tary. Hugh Cornwell and crew take us on a
number of musical adventures, from the-
single "Always the Sun" (which is rerninis-
.cent of their last single "Skill Deep"), to the
pedal-steel guitar fun of "Big in America."
Horn sections and innovative production
make the album interesting at every tum. The
Stranglers, like a host of other English bands,
have never received the attention they deserve
in the United States. HopefuIly Dreamtime .
will help change that. .
.... 6,.i,
XTC
Skylarking is the latest LP from XTC. An-
dy Partridge and his merry -band of
pranksters have put together a thoroughly en-
joyable album (their eighth), but according
to Partidge, making the album was often
anything but. Producer Todd Rundgren and
he frequently found themselves battling over'
ideas and suggestions. Fortunately, despite
the amount of conflict involved in produc-
tion,Skylarking has all of the avante-fun one
would expect from this band. It certainly is
one of their best albums in a long time.
The Three O'Clock _
Ever After is the fifth release for The Three
O'Clock, a band from the Los Angeles area.
The Three O'Clock has something of a tur-
bulent history insofar as group line-up and
actual sound are concerned. Since their se-
condalbum, Sixteen Tambourines, this band
has had problems finding a producer who
can compliment their music, , Their last
album, Arrive Without Traveling, featured
a wide variety of styles ranging from the
acoustic ballad for the Bangles, "Girl With
the Guitar," to the driving single "Her
Head's Revolving." But by and large, the pro-
duction did not fit the material as well as it
could have, and such js the case with this
album as well.
The album is produced by Ian Broudie,
who has worked with such bands as Echo and
the Bunnymen in the past. The material here
is strong enough; unfortunately, the album
is so overproduced that it comes across a bit
wishy-washy upon the first listen.
And now the good qualities. Ever A/ter is
an album that gets better with every listen.
Michael Quercio, who fronts the band, is
credited with coining the term "Paisley
Underground," and his music has always
been reminiscent of classic '60s pop-rock.
These influences are all over this album. The
Left Banke, We Five, and similar bands, are
some comparisons which come to mind when
listening to such tracks as "The PennyGirls, "
"Warm Aspirations," "We Are One," and
"Songs and Gentle Words." .
- .
Catch these
classics
The 1965 film Classic Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner,will
be shown at 7 p.m, in the SPEC
on Jan. 26. This is Spencer
Tracy's last. movie, and was con'
sidered quite controversial by
both black and white middle-
class Americans when it was
released in the ~60s.
Th'e avante-garde science fie-
tion thriller Liquid Sky will be
shown at 3 p.rn, in the SUB on
Jan. 28. The SPB-sponsored
film tells the story of a shrimp-
sized space junkie who comes to
earth looking for an endorphine
fix.
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BSU's upcoming jazz festival will
feature a concert with nationally known
composer and arranger Les Hooper _and
LA studio drummer Steve Houghton. The
two-day event will be packed with
workshops, ranging from a day in the life
N of a professional musician to how to tunea guitar andwill feature high school and
N junior high school bands competing forca excellence. This should be not only an-.....Ji - ·-entertaining· two days of music; but an ino--
formative one as well.
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perso neI.Benefit features Braun, Shoes
The musical talents of Johnny Shoes, Billy Braun and others will be featured
at the benefit concert for the BSU Retired Senior Volunteer Program on Jan. 31. _
The festivities begin at 7 p.rn. on the fifth floor of the newly-renovated
downtown Jefferson Plaza (formly the' Elk's building). Music will play con-
tinuously until midnight. Tickets are available at Old Boise Music for $~ and will
be sold at the door for $6.
-MONDAY FRIDAY
SPB film, Guess Who's Coming to Dinner,
7 p.m., SPEC, $1-2.50.
Dime Novel Wcstcrn Exhibit, Hemingway
wester~. Studi Center, Mon.-Wed., II a.m.-2
p.m.; Sund ,1-4 p.m., free.
Watcrc rs by Louis Peck; BSU-Gallery of
Art, Liberal Arts Building,9 a.m.-5 p.m.
weekdays, free.
Al't Altack exhibit, Bethanne Andersen's re-
cent work., runs through March 4, free.
~~,-~j~\
~ ..
,TUESbAY:~
Honor Music Students' Concert, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m., free.
Boise Gallery of Art exhibit, "The Smorgon
Family Collection of Contemporary
American Art," Tues-Fri., 10 a.m.-5 p.m.;
weekends, noon-5 p.m ..
V'JEDNESDAY
Treasure Valley Wind Ensemble,· Morrison
~e'!ter Special Events Center,.8 p.m., $2-4,-
free to students and BSU personnel .
.SPB film, Liquid Sky, Boisean Lounge, SUB,
3 p.m., $1-2.50.
Greenpeace Leeture, SUB Ballroom, 8 p.m.,
$2-4. .
Youth Symphony, Morrison CenterCl25, 6
p.rn., free.
Last Day to file. with registrar for graduation
or with departments for admission to can-
didacy for masters degree.
Faculty Artist Recital, featuring Gina Pruitt,
Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m., $2-4,
free to stpdents an9 BSU personnel.
Theater Arts Student Showease, "Reflec-
tions," Morrison Center Stage 11, 8:15 p.m.
$2-3, S!~dents :mdBSU personnel, free:
Downtown Places of Worship Tour, pick up
tickets and map at the Idaho' Historical
Museum any time. Tour is from jQ a.m.-3
,p.m., $6 single, $15 fat1)i1y.
THURSDAY
BSU Mcn's Basketball vs. Northern Arizo ...!!,
Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.
Masterpiece Theater, Lost Empires, KAID-4,
. II p.m.
Vintage Film, Charade, KTRV-12, 8 p.m. ,
, , " .
Piano legends
tickle ivories
Two jazz piano greats, Ramsey Lewis and Gene
Harris, will join forces Jan. 28 in the Mor-
rison Center's Main Hall. The Ramsey
Lewis Trio, consisting of piano; drums
and string bass, has won gold record
awards and set precedent by playing
with the Minneapolis Symphony -as
far back as ·1967.
Gene Harris, who has recently
returned from a successful
world tour, makes Boise his
home and performs at the
Idanha when he is in
town. He has record-
ed over 50 albums,
had his own ra-
dio show at 14,
and has consis-
tently wowed au-
diences with his'
sharp, crisp irn-
. provisation. This concert is a "must attend" for
, all music lovers, but especially for true jazz buffs.
Admission is $9-17.
10 performs
.ginal works
lroduction conducted from original
ial and pieces adapted from various
als and plays will be performed by
.tudents Christinif Poole and Holly
iger Jan. 30 and 31 at 8:15 p.m. in
orrison Center, Stage II. Admission
$2 and free to BSU students and
mel.
The creme de la creme of the BSU
music students havebeen chosenbythe
faculty to perform Jan. 27 at 8 p.m. in
the Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Students featured in the free public
concert inchide Dennis Deck; brass; Joe
Gilstcr, percussion; Chris Hanson, wood-
wind; Mark Stachofsky, baritone;.Dea
Sienkneeht, soprano; David Tacher, piano;
Chris Smith, guitar; and Lora
Borgholthaus, keyboard.
•••
Crimes of the Heart
THE FILMS
Jan. bringsOscarees
Ghostbusters Moranis), a nerdish employee
of Mushnik's (Vincent Gardenia)Oower
shop. Seymour is in love with Audrey (for
whom the plant was named), a blonde
of little use to anyone except her sadis-
tic dentist boyfriend (Steve ... never
mind ... Martin). Audrey is played by
Ellen Greene, who was the original
Audrey in the off -off Broadway version.
The film is camp with a capital C.
Dopey to the point of hilarity. Im-
probable until it hurts. It's the '60s.
and the music reflects it. It is a
musical, incidentally.
The film is peppered with guest
-appearances by some famousfun-
nics: John Candy, Bill Murray (a
masochistic dental patient of Mar-
tin's, Sand M, together at fast)
and Jim Belushi.
Technically, it is swell. The
camera angles arc crazy -.a
shot from inside a: dental pa-
tient's mouth, for instance; the
costumes arc wonderfully col-
orful and divers~udrey II is a masterwork.
Little Shop is funny and strange-
combined in equal portions. It is playing at
the Mann's and is rated PG-B.
Lucky for us, this is the time of-year when
there are more good films showing than there
are bad or ugly films showing. Crimes of the
Heart is one of them. A Pulitzer Prize win-
ning play byBeth Henley, it isthe story of
three sisters, Lenny (Diane Keaton), Meg
(Jessica Lange) and Babe (Sissy Spacek).'
Beyond the exceptional performances by
all three women, a terrific supporting cast,
including Sam Shepard and Tess Harper, help
the film to celluloid victory .. ' . .
The play is a tragi-comedy in the· truest
.sense. Babe is in jail after having shot her
brutal. husband (jealous because of her af-
fair with a black teenager). Lenny, attached
nearly beyond hope to her dying grandfather,
is the dowdy, shy member of the trio. Meg
is the lost sheep, not to mention the black
sheep. All arc on the edge Df sanity-a trait
that seems to run in the family.
The story follows their lives. in the tradi-
tion of Williams and Miller, a slice of
American life-not always tasty.
Crimes of the Heart, a definite nominee
for best film, is playing at the 'Overland
theaters and is rated PG-B. ~••••The Mosquito Coast
And, speaking of the Oscars and insanity,
here we have Harrison Ford in The Mosquito
Coast, winning his way to a nomination for
best actor. '-
He plays Allie Fox, a brilliant, pessimistic
inventor who abandons America and takes
his family-to the South American jungle. Fox
is a refrigeration expert and he invents a huge
icemaking machine (yes,in the jungle). "Icc
is civilization;' he chants. Fox slowly becomes
nuttier and nuttier and his family becomes
more and more worried and scared.
The film is well packed. The storyline is
complicated and loaded. Fox ends up com-
pletely exposed-not Mr. Humanity after all.
.River Phoenix (Stand By Me) plays his son,
Charlie, and Helen Mirren plays his wife,
known as "Mother:"
Mosquito Coast is playing at the Fairvu
Cinemas and is rated PG.••••
SATURDAY
by Edith Decker
The University
News
"~"';
it
BSU Gymnastics vs, Eastern Washington,
Gym, I p.m.
Idaho Theater -for Youth, The' Three Little
Pigs, Reading Center, Education Building 5th
floor, II a.rn., $5.
Boise Opera Production, La Traviata, Mor-
rison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.rn., $2-3, free to
BSU students and personnel.
Boise Folkand Bluegrass Benefit Concert for
BSU Retired Senior Volunteers Program, 5th
floor of the Jefferson Plaza (Old Elk's
Building), advance tickets are $5 at Old Boise
Music, $6 at the door. .
BSU .Men's Basketball vs. Nevada-Reno,
Pavilion, 7:30 p.l!).
-SUNDAY-
Fantasies in Chocolate, Red Lion Riverside,
tasting begins at 2:30 p.m., $25 patron, $10.50
general. .
Students Recital, featuring Anne Chaltraw,
Morrison Center Reeital HaH, 4 p.m., free.
Selections by Baroque Quartet Aurora, from
their November Boise Chamber Music Series
. Concert on KBSU, 91.3FM, 6 p.m.
Now's "Children of Evc,"KAID-4, 6 p.m.
LOok what hap-
pened while -you were in
Hicksville for the
- vacation-c-all the movies
changed ·in the big city. It's
a dilemma, isn't it? .
Fear not, 0 pasty-faced
'filmgocrs. I have an over-
view of the current in good,
bad and ugly at the local
theaters.
The Mission
This is sure to garner a
few Oscar nominations. !t
stars two excellent actors,
Robert (Raging Bull, The
Godfather) DeNiro and
Jeremy .(Brideshead Revis-
ited) lronaas Jesuit priests.
The true story involves an internationaf
land dispute in 1750 over a region in South
America inhabited by the Jesuit converts, the
Guarani tribe. Portugal wanted tfie land, cur-
rently held by Spain, in order to enslave the
natives. Slavery was outlawed in Spanish ter-
ritories and the Jesuits operated missions in
these territories.
Irons and DeNiro play two of the priests
caught in the middle-one chooses peace, the
other war. The conflict between the two
men-in their spirits, souls, bodies and
ideas-is a cornerstone of the film.
It was shot on location, primarily in Col-
umbia, and is lush in a jungle-ish sort of way.
It is dramatically photographed-the stark
reality of international politics and thenative
way of life juxtaposed with the gorgeous
waterfalls and forests of the region,
Irons and DeNiro are terrific-especially
DeNiro, who begins the movie as a general-
ly slimy guy and gets to suffer through a nifty,
dramatic conversion.
The Mission is playing at the 8th 'Street
Marketplace and is rated PG ..•••Wanted: t5~ad or Alive
The Mission was good. This is bad. Well,
Rutger (fJladehmner, Ladyhawke) Hau~t gets
to wear some really neat clothes and, well,
he gets to look gorgeous-so what's new?
I noticed the audience split between pan-
ting women and young, khaki-clad men.
Seriously, there was an audible "uh" pro-
nounced when Hauer first appeared. '
He plays a good guy this time, a CIA-man-
turned-bounty-hunter who is called upon by
his former employer to capture a vicious
Arab terrorist (Gene Simmons of Kiss).
'. This film isn't as shallow as the usual
Rambo-esques. Nick (Hauer) actually cries
at one point. He's not the stone-faced man
of steel-the only kudo the story deserves.
Unless you need a good jolt of hormones,
I'd suggest skipping this film. It is pur-
poseless, bloody and anticlimactic. Wanted
is playing at the Overland theaters and is
rated R. (Yes, Rutger can swear with the best
of thern.) •••
Little Shop of Horrors ~
Didn't I promise you the good, the bad and
the ugly? Right. this is the ugly: a b~
sucking, man-eating, quickly-growing, evil-
minded, purple-tongued, cabbage-like alien
named the Audrey II. It was discovered and
raisedfrom seedlinghood by Seymour (Rick
'- .
.'
ie
John Sowell I UnlversllY News
Rev, Ed Sherriff, pastor of the Metropolitan Community Church.
p-------------------------.I'DOES YOUR 4· OR 5 YEAR·OLD I
: WANT TO LEARN TO READ? I
~ Funway teaches them to :
~ READ, WRITE and SPELL I
: Reasonable Rates *i
: ~ I
: REGISTER NOW! ~/ I
: Ages 4112 to 6 : I
IFunway Kindergartens sFunway Reading Workshops I
: Call 345-3678 for information ;~ d
~
~
IfTh~Won't TellYouAbout It,
Then YouRnoW'It Must Be Great.
EEATURES •
Bolse home .to-Idahogays,
by Lisa Stitzel
Although more than 10 percent of
Boise's population is homosexual, the
people of the community remain
non-supportive, according to. the
.,.minister of the Metropolitan COm"
. munity Church; a church for gays.
, Rev. Ed Sherriff of the MCC said
many homosexuals are drawn to
Boise from the surrounding. areas,
because the gay community in the ci-
ty is much largerthan any other in
Idaho.
One of the main reasons Boise has
a reputation for having a gay com-
munity is a 1950s scandal which ex-
posed Boise's homosexual
community.
In 1955, Time magazine reported
-that hundreds of boys between the
ages of 13 and 20 had been the sub-
jects of sodomy for some of Boise's
more prominent citizens.
The Boys of Boise, a book written
by John Gerassi 11 years later,
brought the 1955 scandal to surface
again. •
Since then, to accommodate the
growing homosexual population,
three gay bars have been established.
Approximately 600-700 people fre-
quent Olympic, 1108 Front St., and
the Stoplite, 233 S. 10th, on an aver-
age of Once every two weeks.
In the spring of 1988, Boise
, developers plan to tear these clubs
down to make way for an IS-story
luxury hotel.
Presently. it is unknown if the gay
bars will relocate. - .
Sharon" frequents these bars
often, saying that they arc a good
place to meet other gays, "and I don't
like no straight couples in gay bars."
Sharon also attended the local sup-
port group meeting sponsored by the
MCC, called Parent,s and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays.
PFLAG is a jion-profit, tax-
exempt,a1I-volunteer organization-of
parents, other relatives and friends of
lesbians and gays. .
PFLAG has nearly 150 chapters
around the U.S., with the largest
memberships i!l Portland and Seattle.
. For many years, the organization,
which is not affiliated with any
ethnic, religious, economic or
political group, has reached out to
the families and friends of gay peo-
ple with information,education and
support.
Katie and Harry Urbanek, the
founders of the Spokane PFLAG
group, brought the organization to
Boise Dec. 12, 1986. The Urbaneks
said they hope that this meeting will
be the begirining of a strong PFLAG
chapter in Boise.
The meeting consisted of five
parents (including the Urbaneks),
four lesbians and four gays.
The main point discussed was that
the family's rejection of a homosex-
ual is a tragedy for every person
involved.
One mother at the meeting said
that she is thrilled to have a lesbian
for a daughter. The only thing that
concerns her is the fact that "a
generally misinformed, hostile socie-
ty may prevent her from achieving
her potential," she said.'
Katie Urbanek reassured her, say-
ing, .~'Attitude5 are changing, and as
long as there are support groups like
this one around, an impact is sure to
be made on the predominantly
heterosexual society."
How one becomes a homosexual
is a controversial issue. Ja:i· said he
.believes he was born knowing he was
gay. Some authorities agree with this,
saying that homosexuality is a
biological characteristic, while others
argue that a person's sexual
preference isdetermlned by learned
experiences.
Although this question remains
unanswered, recent research at the
State University of New York at
Stony Brook, conducted by Brian
Glaudue and Richard Green, sup-.
ports the biological explanation, .
. Three groups of volunteers, one
consisting of heterosexual women,
another of heterosexual men, and the
last, of men whose sexual experiences
had been primarily or exclusively
with other men, were each given a
dose of estrogen as part of the
research.
Blood level concentrations of lu-
teinizing hormone, the substance that
triggers ovulation, were measured in
each volunteer before and after they
were given estrogen. ,
The women sho~ an elevation in
LH· concentrations, peaking three
days after administration of estrogen.
One day after receiving estrogen,
the LH level in heterosexual men
decreased in concentration, but re-
mained largely unchanged.
The LH level in male homosexuals,
however, increased significantly to a
level between that of heterosexual
women and heterosexual men.
Glaudue and Green said that,
although none of the homosexual
men showed -a typically. female
response to the estrogen, the different
response pattern suggests a
"neuroendocrine responsiveness"
betweenthat of men and women.
The findings raise possibilities of
physiological developments in the
sexual preference of some homosex-
ual men, because of the intermediate
level of responding to estrogen .
, See Gay, page 11.
teaching a class on American women
writers, said this series should "help
to rectify the academic neglect (of
women) that has been going on for
a long time."
According to Sanderson, wernen
writers arc being given more attention
by the modern critics. She said events
like these help rectify Nathaniel
Hawthorne's image of the "damn
mob of scribbling women." With the
large number of women writing
popular literature, "women exercise.
tremendous cultural influence,"
Sanderson said.
The series is sponsored by the
Idaho Humanities Council, with ad-
ditional funding from the Hem-
ingway Western Studies Center, the
BSU English Department and the
BSU Honors Program.
, Campus events will be held in the
SUB. Admission is free.
Series recognizes female artists
JJJ JJ ~!J~
~olsa State U.ruverslty s.tudant Union Building'
\ STUDENT UNION'
POSITION AVAILABLE
AUDIO·VISUALTECHNIGAL
ASSISTANT'
IMMEDIATE OPENING
bY,Michael J. Knapp
The University News
"Images of Women: Fiction and
Poetry, Theater and Film," willbe
the topic of a year-long series to be,
held in Boise during 1987. .
Female writers, filmmakers and
poets will visit BSU and the local
community during the series, which
was organized by BSU English Pro-
fessor Carol Martin, and Ellen Jones,
Director of the Boise YWCA, Martin
said.
According to the proposal submit-
ted to the Idaho Humanities Coun-
cil for this project, the series "will-
look at the ways in which poetry, fic-
tion, theater and film.i the women
characters in these genres and their
interaction with male characters and
their environment, reflect attitudes
toward women" and "show the world
from a perspective other than the
male one which has dominated
BSU students wilh prior experience should apply. 11
Hours are variable; mostly evenings, weekends as needed.
Pay-Commensurate with experience: $4.00-$4.50 per hour.
Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub,into' the can, P~s;tion reports to -the Asaistant -Union Director.
andonto the shelves of your favorite store '.
Discover it for yourself. . APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE UNTIL Jan. 30,1987 atthe'
In the Student Union
";,".---
literature for so long."
Martin said the first event will take
place during the last week of
February. Mollie Gregory, a
Hollywood-producer and past presi-
dent of Women in Ff rn, will discuss
thechanging depiction of women in
film 011 Feb. 26.
At the same time, Barry Kraft of
the (Ashland) Oregon Shakespeare
Festival will give a presentation on
gender roles in drama.
On March 11, Alicia Ostriker,
English professor from Rutgers
University, will give a presentation
called,. "Women's Writing: New
Directions.' ,
Martin said the spotlight speaker
for the spring will be Gwendolyn
Brooks, the first black to win a
Pulitzer Prize for Literature. She will
, give' a poetry reading April 22 and
discuss the role of minority women.
Dr. Rena Sanderson of the. BSU
English Department, who is currently
FEATURES·
G'ay---- _
Cont. from page 10. About 73 percent of reported
The researchers warn that AIDS cases have been homosexual or
although these findings suggest the bisexual men. A significantly smaller
probability of sexual orientation be- percentage, 17 percent, are in-
ing influenced by neurohormonal travenous drug users.
factors, the conclusion remains ten- Hemophiliacs and people who had
tative, Glaudue and Green said this blood transfusions prior to the
study only shows that certain hor- development of a lab test, which
mane responses are related to sexual must be conducted on all units of
preference, and not that hormones blood, comprise two percent of the
control that preference. reported cases, and about one per-
Marks; like"the majority of gays, cent are heterosexuals who have been
is convinced that this is a condition sexual partners with individuals who
of his "nature" ar:d not something he had AIDS or are in the above risk
acquired. - groups.
"There is no cause for it," he said. The cause of AIDS has been iden-
"It is inborn, same as the color of "tified as a virus called HTLV-
eyes or 'hair .. You learn to conceal, III/LA V,which is related to a known
,cover up and act at an early. age." cancer-causing virus in humans and
Many psychological studies have destroys cells of the immune system.
been performed, and the results re- AIDS cases were first documented
main contradictory. in 1977, and, since then, the illness
Recently, the American Psychiatric has been diagnosed around the world
Association removed homosexuality with increasing frequency.
from the category of mental illness, AIDS can be transmitted through
though not without a heated debate direct sexual contact, and by direct
which continues in the profession. blood-to-blood contact, such as shar-
Even if it is an "acquired" ing hypodermic needles. A pregnant
characteristic, sexual orientation oc- woman infected with the virus may
curs at a very early age, thus raising transmit it to her child.
questions of the individual's respon- Blood transfusions used to
sibility for his or her "condition." transmit the virus, but many experts
Sherriff said thinking that ''AIDS believe this should no longer occur,
is God's judgment on homosexuals," due to screening programs now in
is as absurd as thinking "sickle-cell use.
anemia is God's judgment on blacks, In an infected person,' the virus
and chicken pox is God's judgment may be found in a variety of bodily
on children." fluids and secretions, including
Acquired Immune DeficiencySyn- semen, blood, saliva, sweat and tears.
drome impairs the body's ability to However, there is' no evidence that
fight infection, making the body ex- saliva, sweat or tears have transmit-
tremely susceptible to life-threatening ted the AIDS virus.
diseases and infections. Not everyone infected with the
Parking--
Cont. from page 7.
during events at the Morrison Center
and the Pavilion," Seibolt said.
To achieve that end, Student
Residential Life, ASBSU, the Bron-
co Athletic Association, the Pavilion,
the Morrison Center, and Vice Presi-
dent for Financial Affairs Dr. Asa
Ruyle each contributed $500 to a
general account administered by
ASBSU. This account is used to pay-
students to work as parking atten-
dants during special events at the
Morrison Center and the Pavilion,
ASBSU Sen. Vicky Keeth said.
"We didn'thave the money to pro-
vide (attendants) for all the games,"
Keeth said. "We will now start doing
basketball games that draw large
groups of people. They (residents)
pay to live here; therefore, they
should have a place to park like any
normal household," Keeth said.
.A Parking Advisory Committee,
which includes students, faculty and
staff. makes parking policy recom-
mendations to BSU President Dr.
John Keiserand has jurisdiction over
minor administrative details, Scibolt
said, emphasizing that Parking Ser-
vices can make no policy decisions.
virus will develop AIDS. Silent car-
riersdevelop antibodies to the virus,
yet remain healthy and display none
of the symptoms of AIDS. These car-
riers can still transmit the disease,
and the long-term effects on this
group are still unknown ..'
A smaller group of people develop
AIDS-related Condition, which' is
characterized by mild to severe
illnesses.
An even smaller percentage will
develop AIDS, resulting in death.
The symptoms of AIDS include
rapid weight loss for no apparent
reason; SWOllenlymph glands in the
neck, underarm or groin area; fever,
including night sweats; constant
fatigue; persistent diarrhea; and
white spots or unusual blemishes in
the mouth.
In the later stages, the AIDS pa-
tient's .immune system becomes
severely weakened, turning normal-
ly mild, harmless infections into
. potentially fatal conditions. It is
estimated that the number of AIDS
cases will double annually unless in-
dividuals take precautions to prevent
its spread.
Eight people in Idaho have been
diagnosed in Idaho as having AIDS,
and two of those people have died,
Sherriff said.
Alberts, a BSU student, said about
AIDS, "It makesme really sad. It's
a serious problem, so we have to alter
our behavior a bit. Now we must
practice 'safe sex' ."
The Idaho AIDS Foundation, a
statewide fundraising, non-profit
organization, has more information
about the disease.
Recreation Center 385-1456 >4-- • ~
BSU Student Union Building . __~-¥
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The. Metropolitan Community
Church also offers counseling ·for
AIDS victims and their families.
Some colleges and universities,
especially those in or near urban
areas, have undertaken programs iu
educate their students about risks of
AIDS.
The medical director at BSU's Stu-
dent Health Center, Dr. Lester P.
Nyborg, recently gave an informative
speech to the faculty about AIDS.
Ajunior and past volunteer at the
Idaho AIDS Foundation, Sheila
Cunningham, said, "I think some of
the conservatism in sex is a result of
a fear of the disease." .
Cunningham also said that most
heterosexual people use AIDS as an
""CUSl: to refuse to meet gays; '.'There
is so much people don't know about
AIDS," she said. "They are worried
they can catch 'it from a toilet seat or
a door knob. It's simply not true."
Editor's note: The names marked by
asterisks in the above story have been
changed to protect the sources.
O\l\·\l\O~ A' ,.. '-NO'S & SublI"N~· Shops
)i'.111 Broadway Plzl4.. 345·2797
Pass the Savings onto YOURSELF
Don't be Fooled by HIDDEN Delivery Costs
in the Price of Your Pizza!
- ONLY at Mancino's-
-B 2 PIZZAS for 1 PRICE
~ 9" Pair - $595
.~ 12" Pai'r - $795
16" Pair - $995
EVERY D.AY PRICE
NO Carry-Out Charge
Tax Not Included
• COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON
~ ~,.~~ LARGE I-ITEM PIZZA 8
::> ~ • Items of Your Choice carry Outlncluded !ij
8 7.~ $525 . . Tax NO.1 Included s• ~ 16'" PHOI« AIUI One CouIJOf1 Per PIzZlI
COUPOn • COUPON Q COUPON $ COUPON ~ COUPON • CoUPON •
REGION 14 RECREATION TOURNAMENT
FOUR EVENTS
BOWLING
POOL (EIGHT BALL)
TABLE TENNIS
TABLE SOCCER
(FOOZBALL)
I
I
I
•
.
Wed.'
Jan. 28
$2.00
Students
$4~OO
General
8:00p.m. in the Ballroom
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'DreamTeam'suffers first Joss
L..>
by Chris Walton
The University News
The BSU gymnastics- squad
placed second at the Washington
Open Jan. 24, the first itme this
season the team has been
defeated.
Coach Jackie Carringer's
"Dream 'Ieam" now holds a 12-1
record after placing second to
Seattle Pacific University, a team,
BSU narrowly beat the previous
week.
SPU scored 178.3 points, while
BSU finished with 172.9 and Cal
Poly-San Luis Obispo with 167.05.
Barbara Elliott of SPU won the
all-around title with 37.2 total
points, while. teammate Bonnie
Parman-Bomber finished second
with·36.95 and Cassi. Harlow of
BSU finished third with 35.3.
"We weren't quite as sharp as
we wanted to be on the vault and
beam, but we-did very well on the
bars and floor," Carringer said.
Elliott took first place on the
vault with a 9.45, followed by
Parman-Bomber at 9.4 and Cheri
Glunden of the University of
Calgary at 8.95.
Out for season:
John Sowell I UnIversity News
Coaches check Karle Kunkler after
she received a serious knee injury.
In the floor exercise.Steelsmith
finished at 9.3, Elliott at 9.2' and
Connie Lavertu of BSU at 9.05.
BSU won a quadrangular meet
over BYU, SPU and Spokane
Community College Jan. 17,
defeating BYU for the first time
ever, 179.4 to 179.2.
Parman-Bomber took first
place on the uneven parallel bars
with a 9.25, followed by Elliott in
9.2 and teammate Christi
Steelsmith at 9.15.
BSU's Kelly Zcrfas placed first
on the balance beam at 9.15, while
Parman-Bomber was second at
8.85 and Elliott third at 8.75.
'tJ,
"
,To~onhu ..::;p,-, I'JlJl.
will be here
February 2nd.
Pass it on!
HERE'SONE COLLEGE MEMORY
, WE~LLHELPYOU FORGEt
If you're like a lot of people, your longest-lasting memory of college is
the student loan you're still paying back. The Army has a solution, though: qualify,
sign up with us, and we'll sign off on your loan.
Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will reduce your college debt by 1/3
or $1,500, whichever amount isgreater. So after serving just 3 years, your government
loan could be completely paid off. "
You're eligible for this program if you have a National Direct Student Loan,
or a Guaranteed Student Loan, or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after Oct-
ober 1,1975. The loan must not be in default.
Get a clean slate, by erasing your college debt. Take advantage of the Army's
Loan Repayment Program. Your local Recruiter can tell you if you qualify.
Call 034-1711 in Boise or 467-4441 in Nampa.
ARMY:. BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
SPORTS
,Women drop one
to<Montana State
Meod with 16 points and Lisa
Mcleod with 10.
MSU defeated the Broncos 69-60
Jan. ,23 at the Pavilion.
Tracy Hill led the Bobcat effort
With 22 points, followed by Liz Holz
with 14 and Jennifer McGary with
12."
For the Broncos, Ecklund led with
19 points, while Weitz added 12.
Ecklund also led the BSU~squad
with five rebounds, while Jensvold,
Lisa Enger and Wendy Sullivan each
had faur.
Against NNC, Sullivan ledwith 14
points, while Ecklund had 12 and
Jensvold and Enger each had 10.
Dallas and Cindy Dodson each had
four assists, while Jcnsvold added
nine rebounds.
Th~ Lady Broncos will play Gon-
zaga University and Eastern
Washington University on the road
this weekend. The team will meet
NNC in the Pavilion Feb. 3, follow-
ed by games against Weber State Col-
lege Feb. 6 and ISO Feb. 7.
1029 Broadway
,n.or Univ.rsity Or.
Bois., Idaho 83706
385-0440
Cross Country
Ski Package
Reg. 180,00
Now 75.00
Warm Up To Winter. "
"TCBV:'WINTER. WARMERS..•~
Delidous TCBY TCBY ~
Frozen yogurt Winter Warmers,:,».~~~~ '\
ice cream • HOT APPLE ~ '
• Almosthalf the DEUGHT ;;
calories of • HOT BELGIAN ',/v
premiuni ice WAFFLE ,);
cream. • HOT APPLE PECAN'<" \
• Lower in CREPE //
cholesterol. /):
• 96% Fat'free.. • HOT FUDGE ~. !
• Free Samples SUNDAE ~ !
Experience the wonderful tastes and aromas of the season with
TCBYWinter Warmers," a delidous way to warm up. ~ .!
"TeIY" ~~.
The COUnl1y~ Best Jbgurl ~
All The Pleasure. NOlie Of The Gllill."
by Chris Walton
the' University News
The BSLJ women's basketball
team, which has been having pro-
blems of late, holds a 1-4 league and
7-10 overall record following their
'Jan. 24 loss to the University 'of
. Montana.
The team also lost to Montana
State University Jan. 23, but defeated
Northwest Nazarene College earlier
in the week.
Against the U o(M, Karen Weitz's
opening basket was the biggest lead
of the game for BSU.
The Grizzlies kept their Mountain,
West Athletic Conference record
perfect at 6-0 and pushed their
overall record to 16-2. The defending
conference champions hit 52 percent
of their field goals, while the Lady
Broncos managed just 26 percent.
Freshman center Ann Jensvold led
the Bronco women with II points in
the game, while Jan Ecklund added
eight and Missy Dallas had seven.
The Grizzlies were led by Kris
. ;t'~------------,
fj"TCBYHot Fudge Sundae!This ooupon rotiilcs lhe bearer to soc Pff. •. ·.5. 0¢ , me regular pt1ce of a.TCBY lIot fudgeSundae at participating TCBY Yogurt:!9'!.... OFF" stores, Only one coupon pcr purchase.
... .. .1. Void where prohibita! by law.
• Offer Ex •res:'
.:
SPORTS
EHCHAnGtE
NtIw . Used . COf\SlgMd Sporting Goods
SPORTS 13
three-point shot by BSU's Dan Olson
and seven Bronco free throws, which
made the score 61-56 with 7:08 to
play. . . .
Although the Grizzlies didn't score
for the next six minutes, the Broncos
could muster only one basket when
Dodd stuffed in a missed shot by
Childs.
With the Broncos trailing by three
points, everything once again began
to go wrong. The team could manage
only one more basket and a free
throw while the Grizzlies scored 14
points.
" .The Broncos will entertain two
conference foes this weekend. Thurs-
day, the team plays defending regular
season Big Sky champion Northern
Arizona University, and Saturday the
Broncos take on the University of
Nevada-Reno.
Comprehensi-ve Eye Examination
. Contact Lens Specialists .
Quick Contact Lens Replacement • Most Brands in Stock
Eyewear Unlimited .~ IDAHO
• Prescriptions f.illed\ °VD EYECARE CENTER
• gmergency Service
available ' Drs. Robison & Muto
-SUN GLASSES- Optometrists, P.A.
Oaktey's « Bolle 1175 W. BOISE AVENUE
& Other Designer Brands 384-9194 Z
1 0% ~T~g~~~~CLOSE TO BSUr------~-----~----------,
1 ~JAN.THRU FEB. 1987· '.
I Daily Wear Soft Contact Lenses
I . . (SELECTED BRANDS)
! SALE ONLY 149.95/PAIR
I (with BSU Student Card and Coupon)
I fncludes Examination, Fitting, Starter SolutionsI· and Follow-up ..
L "'<"--- COUPON ~-------~
.Three straight losses put Bronco's recordattz ..5
by Chris Walton
The University News
Despite the fact that the BSU
basketball-squad is riding a three-
. game losing streak, the Broncos are
.: in the midst of one of their greatest
seasons.
With II 12-5 season record, it would
appear that BSU should be inthe
thick of the Big Sky Conference race,
but the last three Bronco losses all
have been conference games, leaving
the team currently in fourth place,
tied with the University of Nevada-
Reno squad at 2-3.
The Broncos, however, are by no
means out of the race. The Big Sky
season runs 14 games, and only four
of the eight conference teams have
played as many as six games.
One fact that lessens the pain of
the three consecutivelosses the Bron-
cos have suffered is the standing of
the three opponents that defeated
BSU. The U of I, a 60-50 winner over
BSU Jan. 17 in the Pavilion, is in
third place in the conference with a
13-6 overall record and,a 3-2 con-
ference mark. The U of I's only con-
ference losses have come at the hands
of the other two league teams that
have beaten the Broncos: Montana
State University, an 80-69 victory
over BSU Thursday and the Univer-
sity of Montana, whiTh stopped the
Broncos 75-63 Jan. 24.
_ The Broncos are a rejuevenated
team and not the same as the 1985'86
squad that only.talllied 12 victories
over the entire season, marking head
coach Bobby Dye's first losing season
at any level of competition.
The presence of valuable
newcomers and the improved overall
play of some of last year's stars have
lifted the Broncos out of theperen-
nial placing in the Big Sky's lower
echelon,
Probably the most valuable ac-
quisition for Dye'~ squad this season
is Arnell Jones, a 6-6 junior from San'
Jose Community College, who is
leading the team in scoring and
rebounding.
Jones' 17.6 points-per-game
average not only leads the squad but
is a full seven points better than Chris
Childs' team-leading 10 points per
game of last season.
Childs, last season's Big Sky
Freshman of the Year, is second on
the team with a 14.5 average. Childs
has this season moved from last
season's point guard spot to off
guard in hopes that he. will score
more.
laking Childs' place at the point
guard spot lias been junior college
transfer Doug Usitalo, who red-
shirred last season. Usitalo is becom-
ing well known for his ability to steal
the ball and to "thread the needle'
by passing through defenders to a
play positioned under the basket.
Other team members with large
roles this season include Jeff Kelley,
Eric Hayes' and Greg Dodd.
Kelley, who has been plagued
through the press the last three
seasons with accusations that he has
not played up to his full potential, is
no longer the obiect of conversation:
This season, the senior is averaging 10
points per game and five rebounds
and has developed a better shooting
touch from 10. feet from the basket.
Hayes, who averaged eight points
last season as the sixth man coming'
off the bench, is averaging 11.3 points
as a part-time starter. -
Dodd, who started part time at the
University of Utah in 1985 before
transferring to BSU, has made a large
contribution to the team since
becoming eligible at the end of the
fall academic semester. Dodd is
averaging more than three rebounds
per gameand has become a 'valuable
scoring threat in the key.
The u of M Grizzlies, who are 15-5
overall. and 5-1 in Big Sky play,
defeated BSU 75-63 Jan. 24 in
Missoula's Dahberg Arena.
When the Broncos trailed 61-58
with only 4:08 remaining in the con-
test, it looked asif the ending would
be a dogfight. Unfortunately for the
'Broncos, that didn't happen.
The' team had' rallied from a
16-point deficit, but the rally stopped
in the last four minutes.
The teamsplayed fairiy evenly at
the beginning of the game, and the
U of M led 28-27 with four minutes
remaining in the first half.
Grizzly Todd Powell then con-
nected with a three-point· shot,
pushing the U of M ahead 30-27.
After center Steve Vanck scored with
two free throws, Powell hit another
three-pointer, and the Grizzlies led
35-27. By halftime, the U of M's lead
extended to 40-28.
Play was again even between the
two teams for the first six minutes of
the second half before Powell scored
on two more shots- from behind the
three-point line to give the Grizzlies
a 56-40 lead, That's when the Bron-.
cos woke up.
BSU scored four straight points to
set the score at 56-44 with 12:33 to
play, but then they committed three
straight turnovers and missed two
free throws, and things appeared to
be continuing as they had.
The Grizzlies then got a basket
from Powell and a foul shot from
Vanek and led by 15. They also com-
mitted three turnovers, leading to a
CLASSICAL iv1ARTIAL ,ARTS
, Traditional Art of Chinese ,Gung Fu
Balanced Curriculum
.Self defense
.Kata
.Fighting
YWCA
720 Washington
.Weaponry
.History
.Philosophy 343.3688
Mon. and Wed.
.7-9 p.m.
6th Degree Black Belt Instructor
Co-ed classes 14 years and up
,
COUNSELING & 9~
TESTING CENTER • ?. '1'2~
. ~ G
~ 48rr..• Professional Consultation forStress Related Problems
oDepression
-Social Skill Deficits
-Marital & Premarital Difficulties
-Outreach 'Services
6th Floor Education Bldg.
385-1601
TI~KETTO~OUijfUTURE
fJlJ~UT.(j~E
MAY '87
Summer '87
RA UATES
Get· that job.
Register
NDW
I
.• Free Registration
.Job Ustings
••Resume Assistance
-. Videotaped Interview Training
eOn-Campus Interviews
AND MUCH MUCH MORE
Career Planning & Placement
Rm. 123 Administration 385-1747
)
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8JUSTF'ORFUN
by Berke Breathed THELAST··LAUGH
Men's radar off~target
They're everywhere, but especiallyin places wherealcoholisserved. They
spend their days at home, working on their methods, grooming themselves
for the evenings ahead. They have a plan, involving all of them. With it,
they can be sure they haven't missed a night spot, 'or even a restaurant.
. As darkness descends on the city, theygo 0_4tontheir mission: annoying
innocent 'women. .'
They don't want to annoy innocent\vomcn; they want.to seduce mad, wild,
passionate creatures, women who arc waiting for studs like them.
_. The problem is thai they're convinced they have built-in radar seeping out
willing, preferably desperate and rarin'<to-go, women.'
This radar is faulty, though, Almost without fail, it leads them to women
who only wanted to.see the band, cat dinner or spend a quiet evening with
friends. .
Their sense of what to say, as infallible as their radar, leads them to try
unique approaches, such as offering these women cash for marriage, com-
menting on their breasts and/or making unprintable, unprefaeed offers.
Or they sit down at tables full of women, make small talk for approx-
imately 40 seconds, and say, "You'll have to excuse me if I seem desperate,
but I've been hard for a couple of days."
They never say, "Excuse me, but would 'you like to dance?" They know
that such polite approaches arc old hat and should be avoided as passe.
As the evenings end, they all switch off their radar after desperate last
attempts involving grabbing and pinching. They slink home alone and begin
to prepare for tomorrow, checking their lists of Everywhere to see where they
will be stationed.
Once in a while, of course, the law of averages wins out and, after annoy-
ing 80 to 100 women, they go home un-alone. This is the evidence they need;
it proves that their radar is infallible and their methods work.
What about the 80 to 100 women who said no? Well, they've gone home
alone, 100, bui they're all blissfully happy, because they're all dreaming the
same thing. In rhcirdrcams, they're sitting at tables with their friends when
a man approaches, smiles courteously and says; "Excuse me. but would you
like to dance?"
BLOOM COUNTY
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HARTBEAT
PUNTOONS by Dawn Davis VELEYr==========-----::::..::::==..:::.:~by Bradford Veley.
MtUI< <~NV~~SION
SQ(IH'f
by Karen Kammann
TheUniversily News
THE CROSSWORD
WE NEED PA STE· UP PEOPLE
(In the worst way)
If you have experience,
If your weekends are free,
If you need some extra $$$$ Apply at
2 3 6
12
4
©
64 Heavy volume
65 Possesses
66 Average
67 Stupefy
DOWN
1 Existed
2 River Island
3 Nahoor sheep
4 Intention
5 Fashion
6 Japanese
drama
7 New Deal agency:
Inlt. .
8 Dampens
9 Garland
10 Body of a vessel
11 Shout
16 Repulses
20 Attempt
22 Agave plant
23 At that time
24 Partin play
25 Either
10 117
ACROSS
1 Insect
5 Winter
precipitation
9 For what reason
12 Japanese
aborigine
13 Drink heavily
14 Regret
15 Sparkling
17 Attending
18 Cloth measure
19 Animal coat
21 Bog down
23 Cavalrymen
27 Kind of type:
abbr.
28 Quadruped
29 Sweet potato
31 Chapeau
34 Spanish article
35 Antiered animal
37 Obscure
39 As far as
40 Recent
42 Sillch
44 Cupolas
46 That man
48 Unnecessary
50 Rays
53 Small valley
54 Everyone
55 Beholdl
57 Tried
61 Stalemate
62 Poker stake
1984 United Feature Syndicate
26 Mournful
30 Center
32 The sweetstop
33 Hurl
36 Range of
knowledge
38 Meddles with
unwarrantably
41 Large sea
mammals
43 Marry
45 Coroner: abbr.
47 Printer's
measure
49 Consumed
50 Trail
51 Lamb's pen
name
52 Bridge term
56 Single
58 Small child
59 Large bird
60 Lair,
63 Symbol for
tantalum
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
15
MAKE HUNDREDS WEEKLY
mailing circulars! No quotas! Limitsl
Rush. self addressed stamped
envelope: Am-Mar, 256 Robertson,
Dept. E4, BeverlyHills, Calif. 90211.
EARN $480 weekly':-$60 per hun-
dred envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed:
Homeworkers needed for company
project stuffing.' envelopes and
assembling materials. Send stamped
self addressed envelope to JBK
Mailcompany. P.O. Box 25.72,
Castaic, csnr, 91310.
PROCESS MAIL! Work from home
in your spare time. No experience
necessary. You only need to know
how toread and write English; No
obligation. Work with our proven
program. For free details, enclose self
addressed envelope. Diaman/Los.s,
Thyris 31229, Athens,GR 10035
Greece. .
268 Dept. E5, Studio City, CA 91604. MISCELLANEOUS
IMPORTED FROM AFRICA 18k
gold necklace 20 inch $6.00; 24 inch
$8.00...Send self addressed stamped
envelope and U.S. currency or money
order to Jayce A. Grune, 1608 N.
32nd #4 Superior; Wiscorisin,54880:
Tho to three weeks for delivery.
K·2's size 195, 610 series with Look
27 bindings. $75.00. CalI 344-Q637or
345·8204. Ask for Brian Becker and
leave message,
FOR RENT HELPLINE-Free, confidential,
. convenient. Ext. 3469 10:30a.mA:30
p.rn. M·EI BEDROOM, newer, near BSU.
$245. Call 384·9393, 344·5677APM.
I·BEDROOM, near BSU $230. 1601
joyce. 384·9393, 344-5677 APM.
TYPING-Bobbi. 376·6212.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight
attendants, agents, mechanics,
customer service. Salaries to $50k.
Entry level positions. Call (805)
687·6000 Ext. A·7849 for current
listings.
Let us'
cheer up
your
foundry
dOlt .
HELP WANTED
DO YOU LIKE TO LAY OUT AT
NIGHT? If you have experience In
graphic arts-ad design, pasteup,
camera work-:WE NEED YOU! We
pay $3.50 per hour to start, mostly
weekends, and we'll work with your
schedule. Join our horde-:-yoil'I1love
Apply at The University News In the
SUB Annex, 345-8204.
EXCITING BOSTON-Sports,
nightlife, theater, entertainment! Live
for one year in the Boston area with
a carefully screened family as a live
in Nanny. Good salary, vacation.
Nanny Network. Call 617·794.2035
or write One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,040.
$59,230/yr. Now hiring. CalI (805)
687·6000 Ext. R·7849.for current
federal liiOl.
$10·$500 weekly/up mailing cir-
cularsl Rush self-addressed stamped
envelope: A·I 11020,Ventura, Suite
-.A. estaat
~
Big Screen TV
Video Games
Snacks &
Beverage'Bar'
•
• •
. Drop-off, Wash,
Dry, Fold
Service
4516 Overland Rd.
Country Club plaza
7 a.m.-9 p.m.383-9274
NEED A··CHANGE
OF SCENERY?
National .
f"1Ce4 Student
~ . Exchal1ge
Attend one of over 80 universities nation-
wide and PAY IN-STATE TUITION! --.
Those interested can find inter-
mation and answers in a series
of ....._~
NSE ORIENTATIO-N
MEETINGS
Mon., Feb. 2nd, 12:00p.m., SUB Caribou Rm.
Tues., Feb. 3rd,3:00p.m., SUB Caribou Rm.
Application deadline February
20, 1987 . .
For further info contact:
Lea Turner
NSE, SUB 206 II
385-1280
EVERY THURSDAY·
Bring in your student J.D. card
and get a 25% discount
off all food purchases
all deyThursday,
I :~"t·..sCAN'
IIElITAlJIlAInE
14558. Capitol Blvd., Boise, 10
. When you feel a little Mexican. T.
.", .
I
I...
"'I:!"~f.:.f.1,·1:
po
• •L~ .•r~ .
•
\
Alternative Music
Monday throuqh Friday,
6 to 9 p.m. with
Jim McCollyan.d
rJl ikeBabcock.
-- ----91.3 FM
-, --,
